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With the NEW G2 formula we believe
we have a unique product that combines
and addresses two very crucial and key
elements of current horticultural and
environmental issues. Using a very safe but
effective formula, sprayed directly on to the
foliage, not only is the plant being treated
against potential damage and its growth
stimulated and strengthened, but there is
no detrimental impact on the soil, or to the
slugs and snails which are a valuable food
source for wildlife such as hedgehogs and
song thrush. Thus the product has appeal
for both the garden lovers who do not
want their plants ravaged by slugs, and the
environmentalists who abhor chemical
damage to the environment and its balance.

We think that it would give those people
(many of whom, like us, give thought to
both issues ie. the balance of pest damage
versus environmental damage) satisfaction
and huge peace of mind to be able to think
that they are spraying plants with a safe
nutritious product that is effective against
damage caused by molluscs, whilst leaving
them as food for garden wildlife. With this
healthy balanced approach, plants and
molluscs are both preserved.
...Live and Let Grow!
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ornamental plants
Harmless to people, pets
and the planet
Strengthens and stimulates
growth
Absorbed into the foliage for
longer lasting control
Easy ready to use spray,
no dilution necessary
Treats an area of plants
up to 30m2
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Independent trial carried out in laboratory and garden situation using young cabbage and
hosta plants. (Plants were at a stage ready to plant out having been hardened off previously).
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